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. TECIiNICAL
EXPERIMENTS
By Pericle l?erretti
In recent years there has been introduced into the .
construction of engines, particularly in aircraft engines,
a Dew type of bearing which presents notable characteris-
tics of efficiency and reliability in comparison with
those previously used. This is the needle bearing (fig.
1)’, comparable in design to a roller bearing without cage,
with rollers of very small diameter, .2 to 4 mm (0.08 to
0.16 in.), iilproportion to their length, but differing
greatly from the latter in its manner of functioning and
therefore in its supporting ability and resistance to mo-
tion.
In roller bearings, as in hall bearings, there is a
tendency to substitute rolling friction for sliding fric-
tion, thus leaving the lubricating oil with only a second-
ary function. In needle bearings, on the contrary, the
lubricant has its characteristic function of putting it-
self automatically in pressure between the surfaces so as
to avoid direct contact. This function is greatly facili-
tated by the needles, and k.ence the supporting capacity is
increased beyond the customary limits of ordinary bearings.
TO the consequent reduction in the coefficient of slid-
ing friction is due the ability to function with high ra-
tios between the length and diameter of the needles (8 to
10), an ability not possessed by roller bearings which are
therefore incapable of functioning without cages. In fact,
if a ro,ll”ergets out of parallel with its journal while the
engine ,is.runnins, Zt cann.otreturn to its correct posi-
tion without sliding, which is opposed by the considerable
sliding’friction in the case of roller bearings where’ the
lubricant acts only by its greasiness; as” distinguished
from needle bearings in which everything cooperates to re-
d~~ce thecoefficient of friction to a minimum.
..—— -——.—— —
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.To the smallness of the diameter of the needles, as
well as to the increase in the number of generatrices of
contact with the ‘journal and the especially favorable be-
havior of the lubrification, iS due the ability to func-
tion for long periods without the addition of oil, which
is held in sufficient quantity by the capillary effect of
the narrow spaces between tho needles.
Up to a certain limited valuo of the specific pres-
sure, contrary to what may seem to be the case at first
view, the needles do not rotate about their own axes, as
in roller bearings, but revolve as a whole about the jour-
nal, dragged along by the latter and sliding on the jour-
nal and on the bushing like a ring slipped over the jour-
nal itself (reference 1)0
These recall the functioning of the rings of the Par-
sons bearings used in steam turbines and the reduction
in the relative velocity of the contact surfaces (betweeh
the journal and t,he ring and between the riilg and the bush-
ing) l The consequent reduction of the ratio between the
calories corresponding to the work of friction and the
surface area would explain the ability of such bearings
to support greater loads.
Under such conditions there would be realized the
equilibrium between the forces of friction exerted on the
needles by tho film of oil set in rotation by the journal
and the forces of friction exerted by the lubricant which
fills the spaces between the %ushing and the contiguous
needles. With such equilibrium: the noedlos would not ro-
tate.
However, it is recalled that, after exceeding a limit-
ing value of the specific pressure and after the failure
ofthe oil film between the needles and the journal and
the consequent considerable increase in the friction be-
tween the journal and the needles, the latter are forced
to rotate like the rollers of roller “oearings and thus to
restore the continuity of the lubricating film.
Hence the needles would rotate under abnormal condi-
tions and would represent a safety device against the dan-
ger of seizing, the effect being to restore the oil film
destroyed by the excessive pressure. In reality, on a
more accurate examination of the problem, the behavior of
the needles appears considerably different. This differ-
ent behavior, rather than the generally accepted hypothe-
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ses, would seem to explain the brilliant results which
characterize this ,.type,.ofbearing. The experimental re-
sults constitute the best confirmation of our conclusions.
.,
***
Let us co.n~ider a journal suppprted by a certain num-
ber of needles and the load p, which rests on the bear-,
ing, distributed betw”een them” in such manner that the wear
of the journal and of the bearing, in harmony with Reyels
hypothesis, is proportional to the work of friction.’, The
wear being necessarily” the s“ame at all points, the normal
pressure exerted %y the journal on each rieedle (fig..,2)- ,
is represented by
,!”,
,“<.
P
.— = const,ant
Cos
~
P
and, calling Pmax the value of — which belongs toCos Q
the lower needle for 9 = O, we have -
P = pmax Cos q (1)
We can consider the two components of p: namely, p/cos q
which, according to formula (1) , is equal to Pmax for
each needle and which acts on the bearing, and p tan ~
which tends to make each needle climb on the bearing till
it presses against the next needle.
Through the symmetry of the hearing and through the
clearance between the needles* it k.appens therefore that
all the needles oil both sides of the lowest needle tend to
move away from the latter, as indicated in figure 3, with
increasing pressure on each side up to the two needles at
the ends of the horizontal diameter, and with uniform
pressure for all the needles of the upper half of the bear-
ing.
The value N of this pressure of the angle qis’
measured by the sum of the components of p ta.n~ in the
direction of N (forming the angle ~1 with the hori-
zontal) . These components (fig. 4) are represented by
*A radial clearance of not less than 0.02 to “0.04 “km (0.T)O08
to 0.0016 in.) is prescribed for the regular functioning of
the bearings.
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and hence, cousiiiering the small diameter “of the needles,
N =o~~l p tan ~ cOs (~~
,,
-’~)d Q
~1
= Pinax f sin 9 cos (QI ,- 9“) dp.
o
3Y integrating we obtain
which, by successive developments, is reduced to
According to this formula, N increases (as is natural)
along with VI and, in the special case of 91 = Tr/2
(needle situated on the horizontal diameter of the jour-
nal) , we have the maximum value Nmax measured by
(3)
The conditions of a needle vary therefore with its posi-
tion on the journal. In general, for a given position of
the needle, as defined by the angle V , we have to con-
sider t-he following forces (fig. 5) :
The nornal pressure p exerted on the journal and
the normal reaction p exerted on the Iearing;
The friction f p produced by the journal and by the
hearing (or by the interposed lubricant);
The normal pressure N exerted by the next lower
needle and the normal reaction (which, considering the
smallness of the needles, is assumed to be equivalent to
the preceding) exerted by the next higher needle;
The friction 2 f 1? produced by two adjacent needles;
The friction, whose moment is 1:~, produced by the
lubricant on the remaining wetted surface of the ilccdle.
All together we Must therefore consider: the moment ‘
which tends to mako the needle rotate
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Mt
=2fpr (4)
and the-moment ‘+liicli””tefid~‘$0 oppose tlie rotation
Mlf z 2fNr-t- Mt. ,’
For all the needles of the upper half of the bearing, p
is zero and therefore the needles have no tendency to ro-
tate,* For all the needles of the lower half of the bear-
ing, p increases, with the diminution of V1* from ‘zero
to Pmax according to formula (l), and N decreases, ac-
cording to ftirmula (2), from the value
indicated by formula (3), to zero. Figure 6 represents
the laws of varj.ation of these forces.
For a double reason therefore, witk the diminution of
91 s there is an increasing tendency of the needle to ro-
tate under the action of the a-p~~lied.forces. If MZ “oe
disregarded, it is ea,sy to determine the value (pO of ql
corresponding to the condition of equilibrium between the
moment which tends to produce rotation and the moment
which tends to prevent it.
It suffices to write ih1 = M“ or
from which
2fpr=2fNr
p = No On substituting tile values of p and
N from iormulas (1) and (2), we obtain
Cos qo =&To ‘sin V.
or
% = 2 cot Vo (5)
which is satisfied by the value**
90 = 61°301 -
If no friction were produced by the lubricant on the
wetted surface of the needles, the moment M would pre-
*If the radial components of the nor,mal reactioils of the
two laterally contiguous needles are disregarded.
**The diagrams ill figure ~ confirm this result in the pOilIt
of intersection of the two curves.
,,,, ,,
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vail for all values of the angle under about 60°. In re-
ality this lim%t is lower and depends on the nature and
temperature of the lubricant, but in any case the tendency
to rotate increases with the proximity of the needles to
their lowest position.
Since, when a needle is at its lowest point, it is
detached from the contiguous needles, as already demon.
strated, and therefore N becomes zero, the action opposed
to rotation, as represented by the friction of the reac-
tions of the contiguous needles, becomes zero (fig. 6),
while the moment tending to produce rotation reaches its
maximum value, which increases with the load.
It follows that, when the needle reaches the lowest
point of the bearing, it will have the greatest tendency
to rotate and will, in fact, rotate rith a peripheral ve-
locity equal to that of the journal, i.e., without slip-
ping on the latter, provided tile effect of the engine mo-
ment l!~ on the resisting moment ]&II overcomes the in-
ertia offered by the needle to the motion of rotation.
If the angular velocity of the needle about its own
axis, in the hypothesis of zero slipping, is very high
(e.g., 15 times that of the journal), its moment of iner-
tia being minimum, this condition is satisfied .by the nor-
mal revolution speed of ‘t-heengine.*
on rotating the needle at the se.me peripheral veloc-
ity as that of the journal, the needle will continue to
rotate and, in rotating, to push the whole system of nee-
dles before it until it reaches a position corresponding
to a pressure of the contibnous needles sufficient to de-
velop a frictional resistance, which, taking into account
*We must have
& i (0=2 =o\a (Id!- MII) da
from which, with obvious substitutions, we obtain
or
The condition of rotation is tkerefore attained the more
easily, the greater the load.
,,, ..,.-.
./
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the inertia of the nee”dle, mill stop the rotational motion.
After this the” needle will_,~oy-tin~~,p,,~o,”re.volve integrally
., with all ‘th~omt%e-r=sabout the axis of the journal, but
slipping without rotating with respact “to the journal and
bushing.
It is e~sy to calculate the angu].ar,velocity of the
ring equivalent to all of t’he needles~ Given the mechan-
ism of the phenomenon, this is represen”tod by the angular
velocity of” the gear casing in the formula of Willis
in which UC must be zero and ~a represents the rota-
tional velocity of the journal. We can then write
On substituting the ratio of the diameters corresponding
to the case under consideration, e.g., dc = 51 mm (2.01
in.) and da = 45 mm (1.77 in.), we have
Q = 0.47 ~a (6)
The system of needles, which we can consider all to-
gether as a ring slipped over the journal, tilus acquires
a rotational velocity, if there is no slipping,* equal to
0.47 of the velocity of the journal, its motion being in-
sured by the needles in the lowest position, which f~~iic--
tion as true rollers propelled by the whole system of nee-
dles.
* *-* ‘“
Under these conditions the functioning-of the needle
————.—.. ..—--————. -—
*This slipping occurs when the” resistance offered by the
needles as a whole to the motion of rotatiorl about t-he
axis of the journal is oxce’’ssive and impedes the function-
ing of the -propelling necdlos, thus forcing them to slide.
This case corresponds to the ca.so of insufficient clear-
ance between the needles, or of sudden acceleration of the
angular velocity of the journal.
-- .—. ,..,...-,.-. .... , ,, .,--... ,,,-.. - -,,,. ,-, .,,, ,,....-
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bearing is ‘truly interesting and, rattonal. In all the
parts bf the bearing surface, corresponding to limiting
values of the -specific pressure, t’he system of,needles
behaves like a ring rotating at a velocity intermediate
between the velocity of the journal and that of the bush-
ingO The conditions of lubrication are therefore partic- ,
ularly favorable, rrat only because, due to capillarity,
the oil cannot he taken away (the surface endowed with
relative motion being doubled, a fact favorable to the
removal of heat which affects the limiting value of the
load), but still more because of the particular form of
the system which reproduces in the most efficacious man-
ner the type of bearing proposed and tested by Brilli~
with such excellent results (reference 2).
It consists of slender strips of bearing surface rep-
resented by the generatrices of the needles in contact
(mediate) with the journal, and of slender ‘treservoirsll of
oil interposed between them and represented by prisms of
triangular mixtilinear section between the contiguous nee-
dles. In the relative motion between the journal and the
ring and between the ring and the bushing, the oil is
dragged along by the effect of viscosity according to the
theory of Reynolds and put under pressure in correspond-
ence with the generatrices of the needles. Passing then
to the next “reservoir, tho latter is also put under pres-
sur o,, always so that tho chargo corresponding to the flow
of the oil by hydrodynamic action, is sufficient to off-
sot the lateral loakago duo to tho shortnoss ‘of tho noc-
dlos and fortunately opposod by tho capillary form of the
spaces between the needles.*
As follows from the experiments of” Brillie’, the oil
res~rvoirs- interposed between the elements of the plane
surface acquire a supporting, ability simil~r to that of
the surfaces themselves in such manaer”that the effective.
surface of the bearing is not diminished by thorn. Let us
consider the motion of the oil in one of these reservoirs
(fig. 8) . The film of oil interposed between tho surfaces
is drawn frou the journal without mixing with the oil of
the reservoir. The latter is set in motion by this film
through the effect of viscosity, and the positive and ileg-
ative velocities are stabilized at the various points ac-
*It is only necessary to recall the formpla Qf Poiseuillo
which gives the volume of the capillary tubes
Q
TJj3:~
‘8~%
..——.- . ..—.—-—..—--.— .....———.-. —
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cording to a parabolic law as- shown in the diagram. There
is thus,,cr.ea,ted~ closed circy.i-tof t~q $’iquid.fi~aments
in ~hich they behave like an element of a roller bearing,
acquiring the ability’ to support tho load, and the corre-
sponding frictional resistance is reducbd to e-minimum iil
consequence of the low relativo velocity of tho liquid
filaments.
.
In this way tho host functioning conditions are real-
ized for all parts of t’ho be,aring surface on which the
needles simply have the motion of sliding on the journal
and on the bushing.
On all the other parts of the bearing surface, on
WhiC~L the pressure is the greatest and where there would
not be sufficient oil drawn from the journal alone (or held
by the bushing) to support the load and uaintain the con-
tinuity of the oil film, the process of lubrication is sn:p-
plemented by the rotation of the needles. ~~lus rollillg
friction replaces sliding friction at the points of maxi-
mum specific pressure and insures the continuity of the
oil film, notwithstanding the increased load, lccav.se the
oil is drawn in larg~r quantity botw’een the bearing sur-
faces not only by the action of the journal (or of the
bushing), but also the action of tho noodle which rolls on
the bushing. From the preceding it follows that needle
bearings constitute an important device for realizing the
test functioning conditions.
In the low-pressure zones the lubrication is left to
the hydrodynamic action of the surfaces in motion hy re-
ducing the friction to the minimum throu~h the effect of
the oil reservoirs conceived tiy Brilli~. ,In Qigh-pre9sure
zones, the conservation of the oil film is insured by the
rotation of the needles, whicu replaces sliding friction
by rolling friction, as in roller bearings.
***”
It was considered of sufficient interest to undertake
experimental’ researches for the purpose of” confirming t“he
above results and for determining at tile saae time the co-
efficients of friction for tho various loading conditions.
The test apparatus shown in figure 9 was installed in
the engine laboratory of the Naples School of Engineering.
A shaft withrotatin # steel disks of suitable noment of in-
ertia (1 = 0.2 kgn s ) and weight Q was supported on two
nee”dle bearings of the type skown in figure 1. Between
I I I I nll I I 1111lllllllw-m-~ mmlmllllllllllII Ill I 111111 I Ill IllIll
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these two supports was placed a collar “supported by two
other needle bearings like the “first. A weight P could”
be suspended from this collar by means of a suitable lever.
The load supported by the bearings (fig. 9a) was thus
measured by P/2 for the central bearings and by (P+Q) /2
for the lateral bearings. Due to the snallness of the
weight Q (53 kg = 117 lb. ) ip comparison with the loads
P used in the tests and the relatively small effect of the
load on the coefficient of friction, we may consider the to-
tal load 2P+Q as equally distributed between the four
bearings.
By means of a belt drive the system was set in rota-
tio’n at a suitable amgular’ velocity, and the rate of retar-
dation was recorded after eliminating the belt. It was
thus tested with specific pressures increasing from 7.3 to
101 kg/cm2 (104 to 1,437 1~./sq.in.). Greater pressures
could not be employed without introducing causes of error
due to the bendiilg of the shaft by the load P+Q, on ac-
count of the particular method. of installation which did
not -permit the spherical adjustment of the tearings. Table
I and figure 10 contain the recorded angular velocities and
accordingly represent the curve of retardation. ??rom these
values it was possible to calculate the moments of the in-
ertia forces I ?W tiy introducing the expressiondt
I$#=Ma+-Mv (7)
into the equation of motion, In this equation Ma repre-
sents the m’oment of the frictional resistance o“f the bear-
ings and Mv the moment of the ventilating effect. The
ventilating effect was calculated by Stodolals formula
(reference 3) :
N= 75x10-6 ~D2v3V
in which N is the power in kgm/s absorbed by a disk of
diameter D rotating with a peripliera.1 velocity of v m/s
in a medium having a specific weight of Y kg/ins.
Table’ II and figuro 11 contain, in terms of the revo-
lution speed, the V/31UOS Of thus calculated and, by
difference with the values of‘5V1 & already found, the
corresponding values of Ma,. 33ein& able to write
Ma = f(2P-tQ)r
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in which 2P + Q is the total load distributed between the
four bearings and r the radius of the needles, we were
....... .
able to obtaiti the ““values of the coefficient of friction
f corresponding to the various angular velocities, as
given in table 11,. figure 12.
As shown in the diagrams, for every value of the spe-
cific pressure, the coefficient of friction decreases with
increase of the angular velocity up to an optimum value of
the latter beyond which it begins to increase. This opti-
mum value increases with the specific pressure.
This corresponds perfectly to the physical interpre- -
tation of the phenomenon,. tilat is, as the angular velocity
increases, the efficacy of the lulrrication increases, due
to the hydrodynamic action of drawing the o,il by the sur-
faces in motion. However, above a certain limited value
of the angular velocity, the viscosity of the lubricating
oil is diminished by the increased temperature due to the
increased friction, which is a function of the revolution
speed. Obviously, therefore, this velocity limit increases
with the increase in the specific pressurs, because a more
abundant drawing of the oil is necessary in order to maint-
ain the same temperature of the surfaces and therefore the
same viscosity of the oil.
It follows, however, from the meail values recorded in
figure 12 that, for every value of the angular velocity,
the coefficient of friction diminishes as tho specific
pressure increases up to an optimum value, beyond which
the coefficient of friction begins to increase; The opti-
mum value of the specific prossurc increases with the an-
gular velocit,y.
*
The results are fully confirmed by the following
facts. For small specific pressures, so long as the oil
remains interposed between the surfaces, the frictional
resistance does not increase with the load, because it
concerns the internal friction of the oil which is inde-
pendent of the pressure.* Hence the coefficient of fric-
tion, understood as the ratio between the frictional re-
sistance and the load, diminishes as the specific pressure
increases. Eo,wcver., above a..,certai.p;,opti.mum,value.of the
,..
-.—- -.
*This fo$}.ows i~ewtonts law
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specific pressure (beyond which, for the angular velocity
and for the viscosity of the oil to whfch the experiment
is referred? there begins to be manifest tho inability of
the oil to r~main between ths surfaces), any increase in
the specific pressure tends to worson the conditions of
lubrication and therefore to increase the coefficient of
friction.
This optimum value of the specific pressure logically
increases with the angular velocity, because, for the greate-
r quantity of oil set in rotation by the journal, the bear-
ing capacity of the surfaces is increased.
In order to have an experimental confirmation of our
explanation of the functioning of needle bearings, it is
first necessary to determine whether the coefficients of
friction remain unchanged when it is made impossible for
the needles to rotate in the bearing.
Due to the sinall diameter of the needles, such a re-
alization offers great practical difficulties. Neverthe-
less, after a long series of attempts, it was successfully
accomplished by making, with a special machine, a small
groove in each needle (fig. 13), thus rendering it possi-
ble to apply a slender steel ring to prevent all the nee-
dles from rotating, whilo retaining sufficient clearanco
between the steel ring and the bearing.
With the bearings thus modified, the experiments were
repeated anod yielded the new retardation curves (talle III
and fig. 14) making it possible to obtain by the method
already indicated (table IV and fig. 15) the new values of
the coefficient of friction. These new values, even for
small specific pressures, differ too much from those based
on normal functioning conditions to make it possible to
retain, as acceptable; the hypothesis that the needles do
not rotate. On the other hand, the rotation was rendered
visible by observing the needles with a specially adapted
stroboscopic device.
On removing the protecting flange of the outside cas-
ing of the bearing, it was possible to solder to a neodlo
a fine wire in extension of’ its axis. To the cnd of this
wire there was attached a paper disk (normal to its axis)
of 5 mm (0.2 in.) diameter, half white aild il~~lfblackc On
illuminating the bearing with a neon lamp controlled by a
suitable interrupter operated by an electric motor running
at a suitable speed, it was possible to observe the rota-
—
—.
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tion of the needle .about its axis when it passed near the
most heavily loaded generatrix of the bearing. It was not
. po”ssi.blue,hbwever; by maansof this device (as would .have
been desirable) to measure tho angular velocity of rota-
tion, b~cause it was so irregular. and so easily affected
by vibrations and load variations.
With this stroboscopic device it was, however, possi-
ble to measure the angular velocity of the rotation of the
needle about the axis of the journal, wi,th the results
shown in figure 16, which, agree almost perfectly with our
theory (and therefore confirm the rotation of the needles),
indicating by dotted lines the values corresponding to tho
formula of Willis.
It was therefore noccssary to invent another device
for recording the rotary motion of the needles, in order
to obtain a complete experimental demonstration of the
principles previously onunciatod. This was accomplished
with two different devices, ono electric and tho other me-
chanical, tho results of which serve to chock one another.
The electric device. corrospondod to figure 17 with a
Rumkorff coil and Wehnelt interrupter. Tho tip of the wire
sold.erod to the noedlo was bent at right angles, so that,
during the rotation of the needle, it passed within 5 mm
(0,2 in. ) of a metal ring mounted on the same axis, a,nd
the inner surface of the bearing was electrically insulat-
ed from the journal on which it was placed. Wheu with the
rotation of the journal, the needle passed the most heavily
loaded generatrix, the metal tip -passed within 5 mm of the
ring and thus caused the passage of an electric spark.
This spark was easily recorded, because, a.s follows from
figure 17, it also passed to a metal drum around which was
wound a sheet of suitably prepared black paper; The pas-
sage of the spark m,ade a small hole in the sheet of paper,
and, the drum having a known rotational velocity-, it was
thus possible to record the complete revolutions of the,,.
needle by the effect of the rotation in varying the time.
l?igure 18 contains an e?,ample of the records. It fol-
lows first of all that the motion of the needles is not
strictly uniform, as is na,tural since it de>end”s on the
condition expressed by equation (4), a single vibration ,or
a local variation in thf3 lubrication being sufficient to
accelerate or ~.otard tile determination of the rot,ation of
the needles.
—
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The sparks occur more frequently in correspondence
with the passage of the nse~les through the most heavily
loaded zone of the bearii~g and are lacking altogether
while the needle is passing over the upper half of the
journal, in harmony with m-hat has already been said.
It sometimes happened tila.tthe sparks continued even
when the rotation was considered finished and showed a
much greater frequency under these conditions. This was
due to the fact timt, at the termination of the rotation,
the tip of the wire remained sufficiently near the ring
to allow (through the ionization of the air from the pre-
ceding discharges) the passage of a spark every time the
Wehnelt interrupter broke the circuit. The increased fre-
quency of the perforations- corresponded, in fact, to the
frequency of the Wehnelt interruptions.
The mechanical device for checkingthe results ob-
tained by the electric method, rendered it possible to ob-
tain directly the diagram of the motion of the needle,
due to the low angular velocity of the shaft. The metal
point attached to one of the needles was slightly eccen-
tric and, with the rotation of the journal, descri”bcd a
path in a plane normal to its axis. With a suitable micro-
metric device it was possible to apply to the point a sheet
of smoked paper in the plane of its path.
Figure 19 shows two of the diagrams thus obtained in
which is clearly recorded the rotational motion of the
needle which occurred when the friction produced by the
load prevailed over the other forces applied to the needle.
The rotating needle made one or more rotations according to -
the conditions of loading, lubrication, velocity, etc.,
even a single vi3ration sufficing to alter the law of mo-
tion. The result was that the generatrix of the journal,
to which corresponded the manifestation of the rotary mo-
tion, was not the lower, more heavily loaded one, but, in
every instance, was shifted formard in the direction of
motion with respect to that one, ancl.the angle of advance
increased with the velocity. There was thus rondorcd man-
ifest, in perfect harmony with the considerations enunci-
ated, the offoct of tho inertia of a needle on its rotary
motion about its o’wn axis, which motion must logically in-
crease with the angular velocity of the Journala
The experimental investi<;ations ha:,’sthus afforded
complete confirmation of our tl~eory on the functioning of
needle bearings in contrast with the theory generally ace
cepted.
I
—.
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From this it appears that needle bearings represent
an interesting realization of the best functioning condi-
tions of bearing surfaces, that from this is derived the
j~lstif”ic”at”ionof the very high loading value’s - up to 250
lcg/cm2 (3,556 lb./sq.in.) in current practice - and that
these bearings have veiy favorable coefficients” of fric-
tion and conditions of safety.
TA3LE I
——. — -——.. -..——.——.- —-—
P = load on lever, kg
P = specific pressure on bearings, kg/cm2
t=- interva.1 between readin
-—-,~” —-——--—
p=
P =
t =
— —.
1,450
1,380
1,310
1,2s0
1,200
1,150
1,990
1,040
1,000
970
930
900
865
830
810
780
755
730
708
683
660
630
610
585
563
540
515
500
0
-1107.3 205 6-—--
M I
460 I 1,300
445 [ 1,23.0
430 \ 1,110
413 ; l,oGo
390
3(55
345
325
310
300
270
254
235
220
205
190
170
156
135
112
85
55
28
0
1;000
320
g7~
320
’770
720
675
640
595
555
515
47!5
435
385
340
300
260
220
180
153
125
95
50
lA
o(DVx/
coo
25
33.’7
6
--—
1,300
1,190
1,080
500
810
’735
665
595
530
460
41@
365
280
130
—.
465
435
~oo
355
335
260
200
1’70
140
100
45
j~
!
+1,~
o
s* sec.
-——
50
70
3
— -.
1,300
1,220
1,110
1,050
920
860
830
770
730
680
640
600
550
500
460
440
415
360
310
~-.o
190
140
go
l /-’.
c1
m’
al
m+
+()
—-
78
101
5
.———
1,310
1,185
1,000
900
750
590
440
280
~“4’
0
a
F.J
o
— ——
660
600
520
450
380
300
200
140
0
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—. —.. —. —.-, —-.
Total load
(2P + Q) , kg
Specific ‘pres-
kg/cn12sure,
—..—.
n=1250
n=1000
n= 750
n= 500
n= 250
n= o
--
J~=o.lo7
0.068
0.040
0.017
0.004
0
TABLE 11
.—-.-—..--...—-———. —
I I
205 !
I
555
7.3 20
-—-----..—
t
——-- —
rl~=0.19 ~Ma=0.29
?
=0.036~f =0.019
I
0.13 ! 0.18
0.025 0.012
0.08 ] 0.15
o.o15\ 0.010
,
0.07 ‘ 0.16
0.013 0.010
I
0.08 I 0.15
o.o15~ 0.010
0.14 i 0.20
o.027i 0.014
.-———,
1080
38.7
— ——
Ma=o.45
f =0.019
0.27
0.010
G.26
0.009
0.26
0.009
0.26
CJ.3G9
0.32
0.012
. —.—
1955
70
.—..
Ma=O*49
f =0.009
0.35
0.007
0.31
G.005
0.34
0.007
Qm4(3
IG.O’38
0.49
0.01
16
——
2825
101
..—
!&=o.59
f =0.008
0.51
0.007
0.54
0.008
0.66
0.009
0.85
0.012
1.08
0.015
1
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TABLE III
.——. —
P = load on lever, kg
.
?? = specific pressure on bearings,
kg/cm2
pl = corrected specific pressure (to
take account of reduction in
a,rea due to arresting ring),
kg/cm2
t = interval between readings, sec.
------ . ..-. -..-.—-..
P = o
?? = 7.35
pt = 9.3
t =3
..- .—,
1,310
1,230
1,220
1,180
1,140
1,1OO
1,030
l,oao
930
900
832
850
7;0
720
680
650
620
-— —.—.
580
550
500
4’70
430
400
380
’330
270
220
180
150
110
70
0
1,300 1,300 1,300
1,100 1,100 1,000
850 800 600
’700
580
480
400
270
180
90
0
700 0
500
300
150 ,
0
.—
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.
..-, . TABLE IV
—————. .4.
TT
.—
Total load (2P+ Q), kg 205 451
Specific pressure,
kg/cmz 7.35 16.5
Corrected specific
pressui”e, ~g/c~2 9.3 21
,—.
n = 1,150
1,000
750
500
250
0
.. ——.——.
~
— ——
--t-
I& = 0.107 M~=o.30 M~=o.95
f =0.57 f =0.082
0.068 0.29 I
0.055
0.040 I 0.28
I 0.053
0.017 j 0.27
I
I
0.052
0.004 \ 0.32
I 0.061
0 1I 0.40 \
i ! o.077~
Translation by Dwight U. l;iner,
lTational Advisory Comnittee
for Aeronautics.
REFERENCES
0.81
0.070
0.68
0.059
0.55
0.048
0.72
0.053
0.96
0.083
835
30
30
.———
Na=2.29
? =0.107
1.93
0.090
1.86
0.087
1.79
0.089
1.70
0.089
1.68
I 0.078
18
1,535
55
70.5
—-—
M~=5.B9
f =0.151
5.53
0.136
4.98
0.128
4.79
0.123
4.40
0.113
4.00
I 0.103
1. ?itrier: Journal de la Soci~t6 des Ingenieurs de ltauto-
mobile, June, 1930; and G~nie Civil, Oct. 11, 1930.
2. Brilli6: Bull. Technique Bureau Veritae, Dec.., 1928;
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3. Stodola: Turbine a vapore, I, p. 154.
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